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The PRESIDENT: The meeting is called to order.

1. CONSIDERATION OF REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION TO MEMBERSHIP OF THE
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION BY CEYLON, THE PRINCIPALITY OF
MONACO AND TIE REPUBLIC OF SAN MARINO

The PRESIDENT: Here is an announcement, Applications for

membership of the World Health Organization have been received by the

Secretariat from Ceylon, San Marino and Monaco; In view of the fact,

that the G4neral Committee of the Assembly has now been established,

and in accordance with Rules 25 and 26 of the Draft Provisional Rules of

Procedure adopted by the Assembly, the applications of the above countries

for membership are being referred to the General Committee for consideration.

A meeting of the General Committee will take place this afternoon. in

Room IX at 5 o'clock Are there any remarks in regard to this announcement?

Dr. MANI (India): I have the honour to propose that Ceylon be

accepted as a Member of the World Health Organization, Ceylon has

applied for membership. Membership is permissible under your Constitution.

Ceylon is an independent country, as you all know, just as independent as

India, and I hereby make a formal proposal to the Assembly for the

admission of Ceylon as a full Member of the World Health Organization.

Dr, van den BERG (Netherlands): You have rightly sated, Mr.

Chairman, that the General Committee is established. There are still

other co'Amittees. There is a Legal Committee, and I have the honour

to be Chairman of the Legal Committee, Now I believe it is my duty to

defend the right of the Legal Committee, and on the agenda of the Legal

Committee (12,5.7) is consideration of applications for membership; and

therefore I shouf.d like to propose that all applications for membership should

be referred to the Legal Committee.
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Dr. GEAR (South.Africa) If this Assembly is going to con-

sider the application of Ceylon for full membership. of the World Health

Organization, South Afeca is very happy to second the proposal of Indiao..

The PRESIDENT: Are there any other proposals in regara to the

admission of new Members ?' There are no proposals. The proposal of

Dr. Mani was seconded by the delegate of South Africa, Is the Assembly

prepared to decide on the admission of Ceylon -as an independent State',

to the World Health Assembly and World Health Organization? According

to Article 6 of our Constitution we have to vote on the admission; and

if the country is admitted, it is obliged to deposit the instrument of

ratification and acceptance. with the Secretary -- General of the United

Nations,

Are'the members of the Assembly in agreement with the proposal

made by Dr, Mani? Are there any objections to it? I see that Ceylon,

as an independent State with dominion status is admitted. I must ask

the representative of Ceylon to get in contact with his government with

regard to ratification and the deposit of the instrument of ratifica -»

tion with the Secretary -General of the United Nations.

The admission of San" Marino and Monaco be referred to the

corresponding committee.

Since the main committees have now been established. it is

proposed that a meeting be called five minutes after the adjokIrnment of

this morningts plenary session in Room X.' The chairmen of the main

committees -- Committee on Programme, Committee on Relations, Committee

on Administration and Finances Committee on Headquarters and Regional

Organization, and the Legal Committee are requested to attend this

meeting to acquaint themselves with the secretaries of the committees-,

2. CONTINUATICN OF DISCUSSION OF REPORT OF TH: INTERIM COMMïSSION:

The PRESIDENTS The first speaker is Dr. Baran chief

Delegate of the Ukrainian a,á.R,

Dr. BARAN (Ukrainian S,S,R,) (Interpretation); The ci.elega.

tion of the Ukrainian SSR) welcomes with pleasure the first Assembly
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of the World Health Organization which has, as a basis of,its work,

great humanitarian. ideals. I should like to make a few remarks on the

subject of the work of the Interim Commission.

Reference has already been made to its work in the speeches

of several delegations, I should like to take advantage of the invitation

extended by our President at previous meetings to make some criticism of

the Interim Cam4ssien. I should like to point out one deficiency in its

work.

The delegation of the Ukrainian SSR considers that the weakest

side in the existence of the Interim Commission is the question of assist -

ance to the health services of countries devastated by war, and the

liquidation of the consequences of war on the health of the people.

Achievements in this field have been quite insufficient. We must firmly

insist on considerable extension and intensifying of the work in this field,

What we have to do is quite clear, but how are we to do it?

In my opinion, we shall all be satisfied with the answer: trat is to say,

the liquidation of the consequences of war on the health of the people

must be done in the first instance through the national health services,

but we must also increase and establish the role to be played by the

World Health Organization in this work. In particular we wish to make

one proposal. The World Health Organization must carry out its recoimenda --

'Lions by means of legislative measures in the various countries which are

Members of the Organization. By this means, the work of liquidating the

consequences of war in the field of health could be considerably speeded

up and improved. Experience obtained in the USSR confirms this.

The second question the delegation of the Ukrainian SSR would

like to place before you for the consideration of the Assembly, is the

question of improving and increasing health services to the rural population.

It must be admitted that, in molly countries, medical aid to the rural r ri--

lation is on an extremely low level. Even in countries which have a large

number of doctors, the doctors are very unevenly distributed between town
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and country, and therural population cannot obtain the necessary

medical aid. Even in such a wealthy country as the United States of

America, according to the statement made by Dr. Parran in an article

on hospitals and health in the United States of America, printed in the

Journal of the American Medical Association for 1947, 40 per cent of the

rural areas have no hospitals and eighty -one xreon l ham _ :ï_:;, ¡,o doctor..

The Health Organization of the League of Nations tried to raise this

important question, but without avail. We consider that the World

Health Organ',za';ion can do a L ea W deal .L::l this direction. We must

study and spread the fruit of best experience of giving health services

to the rural population. We must consider the publication of a series

of books for the use of doctors working in rural areas, and finally,

we should study the best method of raising the standards of the

qualifications Of rural doctors and of increasing the facilities for

specialization available to then.

In the Ukranian S.S.RO, the rural population obtains medical

aid through so- called rural medical areas, which consist of one or

two doctors, a small hospital, an ambulance, a dispensary, and

equipment for epidemic control. The rural medical areas carry out

both treatment and prophylaxis. In particular, they carry out health

education of adults and also, in particular, of children. The staff

of each section of this service consists of ten to fifteen persons,

including a surgeon, a midwife, medical officerst assistants; nurses

and a disinfection officer. The number of rural medical services is

constantly growing and at present we have more than three times as many

of these sections as there were in 1913.

City medical organizations constantly render aid to rural

doctors, regular congresses of rural doctors are called. This form

of activity is fully justified, and in our opinion the Executive

Board and the Director -General of the World Health Organization would

do well to study it with a view to making recommendations to

other countries.
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The third question which we should like to raise is the question of aid

by the World Health Organization to the smaller countries in the adoption

of the newest scientific methods. These new methods are Usually complica-

ted and their introduction is very expensive. The health services of

many small countries, with their inconsiderable resources, are quite

often completely unable to deal with this matter. The World Health

Organization should aid them. I Will give an instance of this.

Radioisotopes are playing an increasingly important part in medicine and

biology. Even now, in many areas, it is ihipossible to carry out serious

scientific work without radioisotopes. The regulations for obtaining

radioisotopes which were established by th,s Commission on Atomic Energy

in the United States of America practically exclude the possibility of

using them. The further' controlling by the Commission of the activities

of scientific research institutions and laboratories working on isotopes

obtained from the United States of America is incompatible with the

sovereignty Of nations.

These regulations are the result of the influence of reactionary

elements in countries which are trying to interfere in the internal affairs

of other countries using both medical institutions and medical science

for their own narrow sectarian political purposes.

It is appropriate here to remind the delegates of the Assembly of the

Preamble to the Constitution, whibh states that "the achievement of any

State in the promotion and protection of health is of value to all ". Nor

should we forget Article 2 of Cha-jter II of the Constitution, which lays

on the World Health Organization and its affiliated bodies the following

responsibilities: "to promote co- operation among scientific and professional

groups which contribute to the advancement of health "; arid "to promote

and conduct research in the field of health ". The regulations for the

obtaining of radioisotopes, established by the Commission on Atomic Energy

in the United States of America, are contradictory to the Constitution of

the World Health Organization. The Soviet Socialist Republic of the

Ukraine, with its wide network of' scientific institutions will, we suppose,
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be able to obtain the necessary quantity of isotopes, but the World Health

Organization should pay attention to the problems of smaller countries

which have not this possibility.

In connection with the safeguarding of the interests of smaller

countries, we should also consider the question of calling international

conferences on various aspects of medical science. At present there is a

complete absence of anyr concrete plan in this field. Conferences on

various subjects are either called very rarely or very often, according to

some accidental plan. The agendas of the conferences are over - loaded

with secondary questions. Very often too much of the agenda is devoted

to the laboratories of firms manufacturing this or that apparatus or

medicine, and therefore the results of the conferences are not very useful

and participation in them is extremely expensive. Doctors and scientific

workers of small countries are almost unable to take part in them. The

Executive Board and the Director -General should consider measures for

improvement in this field.

The interests of smaller countries which are unable to publish large

series of scientific or medical literature should also be considered when

the publication plans of the World Health Organization are being discussed.

We cannot feel satisfied with the work carried out by the World Health

Organization in this field. &n OX -1131.7C.: publishing section is essential.

We must publish monographs on special questions. We must issue an annual

review of scientific achievement in separate fields. It is particularly

necessary for the reports of the Expert-Committees to be printed.

In conclusion, I should like to say the followin6: it is well known

that the Interim Commission was charged with the settlement of the

question of including the Pan American Sanitary Bureau within the system

of the World Health Organization, Until now this question has not been

settled, and the reasons for this are not clear. It is impossible to

unc'erotand why a decision en -Lids mattur si eu.ic. c.u..:.. yea. It is
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impossible to understand who is interested in the existence of such

a parallel organization. The delegation of the Republic of

Ukrainian S.S.R. considers that this question should be settled as

soon as possible.

We are of the opinion that the implementation of the proposals

of which I have spoken can greatly facilitate the work of the World

Health Organization.

The present Assembly has as its task the beginning of the work

of the World Health Organization, from which so much achievement is

expected by the peoples of the world. The delegation of the Soviet

Socialist Republic of the Ukraine will make every effort to facilitate

the successful carrying out of the difficult but important task which

awaits the World Health Organization.

The PRESIDENT: We are very happy to have with us Mme.

Po Lazo > .z4.puis, Minister of Health of France, who has come from Paris

specially to attend our meeting and to address the Assembly. May I

ask Her Excellency to come to the rostrum.

Madame POINSO-S (Minister of Health for France) (Interpretation.)':

First, allow me to thank you all for the kind words of welcome which

have been addressed to me. I'an very glad of an opportunity to speak

before this Assembly and to bring to its President and to the

delegates who are representing so many countries the congratulations

and best wishes of the French Republic. The work which lies before

you is indeed immense, as your programme sufficiently illustrates.

I am sure, however, that you will carry it to a successful conclusion

and work with good fortune for the welfare of humanity, because I

know that you are all inspired with that love of humanity with which

the French Government and its efforts have also been associated.
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'I greatly regret that I was'unable to be present at your

first meeting, and that my absence has thus delayed the speech

which Professor Parisot would have been able to deliver to you. But

Iwas anxious to inform you personally of the interest with which we

have followed the proceedings of the Interim Commission, and I

associate myself with all the :words' of congratulation which have

' been expressed to your President, to Dr. Chisholm and to all

these who for two years have so successfully carried. this heavy

burden.

The majority of the problems which are set forth in yoir

programme have been the particular concern of my own departdlient

during recent years; and that fact illustrates the deep interest.

with which we .shall stúdy the results of your labours. France

rejoices in this opportunity. of continuing and'extending the work

already undertaken by the League of Nations Organization, in 'which

Professor Parisot took so eminent a part and also by the Office

International d'Hygiéne Publique at Paris, which have been engaged

in combating some of the principal scourges to which..you.also have

been devoting your attention..

On the morrow of a devastating wax, and in the midst of some of

the most difficult problems with which humanity has ever been con -

fronted, we should devote our chief attention to the most important

of these problems, especially that of the protection of mothers and

children,. because this is fundamental for the future of all mankind.

The protection of public health can never be separated from

social problems. The more we study them, the more we are convinced oí`

the intimate interdependence between them.. We see that so many problems

of health have their roots in social causes, such as, for instance,

over -population, alcoholism, slums,. prostitution andso on. And con-

versely we find that a great number of social problems have their

roots in questions of health, particularly questions of contagion and

infection of all kinds...
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It is therefore impossible to. solve the problem of additional

protection for mothers and children without'at.the same time

studying the social aspects f these.problems and co-ordinating the

action in'regard-to each Of theme For that reason my own department

has been studying health problems for some time past, but for the

last few'rnoriths it has been devoting special attention tD social

problems particularly with regard to childrenls homes. We have

adopted a new law on child protection-councils which provides a

special statute for teachers , with special reference to the care

of what are called defective or backward children, who are an

object of our special solicitude, The principles and doctrines

of social protection are applied by the French Government, not only

in the case of France itself, but throughout all the other territories

which form part of our Union.

Finally, I wish tó express our earnest hope f ":a" the development

and success of the important labours which you have undertaken, in

which all nations 'of the world are called upon to participate.

Dr. LEON (Mexico)(Interpretati,on): Before expressing the

points of view of the Mexican 'delegation on the report and the

provisional agenda prepared by the Interim Commission for the first

World Health Assembly, I wish to transmit the most cordial greetings

of the people and the Government of Mexico to-the peoples, govern-

ments and delegates represented. here. Also I wish to express the

most fervent hope that our work may be inspired only by the ardent

desire to serve the greatest and most precious principles of the

health and' happiness of the world; that our deliberations may not

only be guided by knowledge, but may develop in an atmosphere of the

greatest cordialtÿ.

I also wish -to take this opportunity to speak for the first time

to the World' HeaTth Assembly in the name of the health societies of my

country, as well as on my owri behalf, and to offer our most sincere

congratulations to the officials and the members of the Interim
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Commission for the splendid work which they have carried out in

fulfilling, even more valiantly than we had expected, the functions

and responsibilities entrusted to them by the arrangement concluded

by the Governments represented at the International Health Conference

in New York in 1946. Thanks to their work, the World Health Organiza-

tion was established on April 7, 194.8, in accordance with Article

80 of its Constitution, when 26 Members of the United Nations had

ratified their signatures and deposited their formal instruments

of acceptance. Thanks to their work, the first World Health Assembly

is meeting today; and principally thanks to them the work -and the

services, previously entrusted to the Office International d'Hygiene

Publique, the Health Organization of the League of Nations and UNRRA

were able to continue uninterruptedly and to increase in quantity

and quality.

The Commission was also able to gave its special attention and

co- operation in connexion with the urgent health problems in which

the whole world is interested. Moreover, it has prepared a provisional

agenda for this Assembly with such care and complete information that

the hard work which has been entrusted to us will be much easier.

This work is particulaily praiseworthy because it was possible to

accomplish it in conditions of a post -war world and in face of the

difficulties inherent in the initiating of a work of gigantic proportions.

In view of these considerations the Mexican delegation approves, in

principle and in general, the report of the Interim Commission, as well

as the provisional agenda, documents and recommendations presented

to this Assembly.

Personally, I wish to move formally that these documents be approved

in principle and in general by the Assembly and I ask the President

kindly to take note of this so that it may be duly submitted for the

consideration of the Assembly and subsequently put to a vote.
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Due discussion and approval of the details of each of the

points contained in the various documents will be given in the

working committees. It would not be suitable or possible to

discuss at this time all the points contained in the report and the

agenda presented by the Interim Commission. However, we wish to

make a few brief remarks on some points which we consider to be of

special interest.

In view of the importance, in the promotion and conservation

of the health of peoples, of lowering the mortality rate and length-

ening the life span of the' contro]ling and preventing of communicable

diseases, in particular those which are the main causes of mortality,

we wish to consider, first of all, thepoints of the report and the

programiae relating to these matters.

sue are pleased to see that the Interim Commission has paid

particular attention to the problems of malaria, tuberculosis,

venereal diseases, and international epidemiological control. This

_ for the reason that the first three illnesses are the main

causes of mortality throughout the world and because, since the war,

they have shown a marked tendency to increase and spread. We con-

sider that what has been done by the Interim Commission proves that

the suggestions contained in the agenda are adequate, but we think

it appropriate to make the following explanations.
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In the' case of venereal diseases, even when the modern

tendency of health sciences has shown that these should be con-

trolled by epidemiological principles in the same manner as the ,

other communicable diseases, the important relation between the

problem of venereal diseases and prostitution should be borne in

mind, as well as the need for considering the one in regard to

the control of the other. Therefore, it would, be .sizable to

include this in the agenda so as to promote in all countries

a unified legislation having as its main object:(a) the

suppression of legal authorization for prostitution; (b) the

consideration of prostitution as a crime, and (c) the punish-

ment of moral failings which encourage próstitution, and legisla-

tive measures to ensure the constant and fullest application of

these laws.

In the case of tuberculosis, we have seen with great

interest and sympathy the co- op©ratiori of the Interim Commission

with UNICEF in a wide -.scale campaign designed to test tuberculosis

reaction in 50 million cases, and also the vaccination of

approximately 15 million children in Europe with BCG. But we

believe that the agenda should include a'provision whereb¡ the

World Health Organization assumes direct responsibility in the

BCC vaccination campaign, and that it should extend its benefits

to other parts of the world. To propose this we.must pay

particular attention to the.resolutions of the First International

Congress on BCG held in Paris from the 18th to the 23rd of this month,

one of which indicates that BCG is the only truly efficient

measure of prophylaxis against tuberculosis known at the present

time.

We now wish to call attention to the group of illnesses whose
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origin arises from water, mainly typhoid and para- typhoid, dysen-tcry

and diarrhoea - illnesses which constitute one of the main and very

important causes of mortality in many countries of the world and

which are a constant threat to all. We now have the necessary

knowledge and means to eradicate these illnesses, but we do not

apply the technical measures to the necessary extent or with

sufficient frequency. Now by applying sanitary metasuresvempecially

by the purification of water and improvement of the drainage system,

we may rapidly reduce mortality, not only mortality caused by these -

illnesses, but also general mortality, to a greater extent than would

be expected by decreasing illnesses which to our knowledge originate

from water. This is well -known in connexion with the name of

Shepard Schadwick. Therefore we believe that the World Health

Organization should take direct action to promote and encourage the

execution of the necessary sanitary work for the prevention or-those

illnesses, and we make a concrete proposal that an office and a

special committee should be established to carry out thié work.

We also wish to call the attention of the Assembly to the

problem of brucellosis. Charles Nicolle said in 1909 that

brucellosis is an illness of the' future, but it has increased in

the past and it keeps on increasing to such an extent in the

different countries that today it might be considered as an illness

of the present.

We now come to the problem of the control of the. international

propagation and spread of epidemics. Experience has shown that the

measures applied up to now consist principally in erecting barriers

against the means by which those diseases are spread. These

measures have only been effective as a palliative.

The Interim Commission has agreed that the interim control of
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pestilential diseases should require, first, the delimitation of

endemic areas of these diseases, and secondly, a continuing

attack on the endemic focal points by joint international action.

Considering the advances in preventive medicine and measures for

eradicating these diseases in tho focal points of dissemination,

we suggest thsir'inc?usion in the programme of action of the

World Health Organization, and that, in spite of the time and cost

involved, a committee should be established to study and implement

measures to eradicate pestilential diseases in focal points. We

feel that the results would alone justify the existence of the

World Health Organization.
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i conclusion, I wish to refer to the need and the unquesitienable

desire for establishing regional offices according to Chapter II of our

Const2.tution. These regional offices must study the special needs of the

different geographical areas, each of which has its own problems. My

Government is particularly anxious that these regions should be defined

and corresponding regional offices set up.

The Western Bemisphere is perfectly well defined as a separate region

with its own needs, and therefore it must have a special regional organization.

The Pan American Sanitary Organization, with fifty years of service, has

proved itself to be most efficient and this justifies its integration with

the World Health Organization as a regional office. This should be done

as soon as possible in accordance with the principles established by our

Constitution and with the resolution adopted by the twelfth Pan American

Conference. The work undertaken by the Interim Commission has already

shown the way; now this must be undertaken by the Assembly.

In conclusions .1 wish to express my best wishes and the earnest

desire of the people and Government of Mexico to co- operate in the work of

the World Health Organization, and our hopes for the success of this first

Health Assembly.

Dr. CHELLAPPAH ' Observer f_ c .. Ooy" on) : As observer I am greatly

indebted to the President for the privilege he has afforded me of addressing

you. The Interim Commission is to be heartily congratulated on the

excellent report that it has submitted to this Assembly, and the hard work

entailed is very much appreciated by all.,

The Commission has done a splendid piece of work. Its programme

is comprehensive and has for its object not merely the prevention of disease

but also the promotion of health in its widest sense. It does not propose

to wait for some calamity to occur before it will act, but will take all

suitable measures to prevent the occurrence of such calamities by discovering
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anc. deallAg Zvi ,h their causes in time. It proposes to make intensive

studies of the health requirements of every part of the world and to

take action to me 't these requirements according to a priority based on

urgency, as it would not be possible to deal with all problems at one

and the same time.

Ceylon is a small country which has only recently attaine$ dominionhood.

She-is trenièndausly interested in the improvement of the health of her

people and is willing to assist in the improvement of the health of her

neighbours. I have to report that Ceylon subscribes to the Constitution

of the World Health Organization, and _.s prepared to cive it every possible

assistance. Ceylon has contributed in 'a small way to the propagating of the

modern idea of health work, by reorganizing and carrying out its work on

intensive lines, with very encouraging results, during Abe last 22 years,

and by making available that work for the training of health personnel fram

many neighbouring countries. Ceylon considers it a very great privilege

to have been able to provide this assistance, and it would be a matter of the

utmost satisfaction to her in'the future to make these facilities available '

in greater meas'ire, when the new set -up of fuller co- operation among the

nations of the world calls for her assistance. I allude to this because

mention has been made of the need of the proper training of health

personnel.

Let me not give the impress; on that Ceylon does .aot need assistance in

her own health problems. Some of thes,oroblems have been solved, but there

are problems, especially tuberculosis that call for assistance. We propose*

to seek it in the same spi :: i t that has animated us in giving it to others.

The President in his address Las stressed a very important point:

that we could not proceed to the solution of health problems in the same way

in all countries, Students from the Last come to the West to study public

health, What they acquire is the principles of the science and art of

public health and the spirit that animates the people in the West. The

application of these principles as seen in the West will not wholly suit or

be possible in the East.
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The application of the principles of modern public -health work

has meant work in the field, and what has been instilled into our

health worker in Ceylon is that if he has no work in the office he

should go into the field, where he will get to know the people and

their needs. Our slogan is, "Know your area, know your people ".

What applies in a small way in intensive health work in a small

country would no doubt apply equally well in a larger setting under

similar conditions.

I have mentioned this to lead up to the subject of regional

bureaux. Delegates who have spoken before me have
. laid special stress

on this, and my purpose in seeking to address you is to add the small

voice of Ceylon to urge the Assembly to give the matter its most

careful and serious consideration.

The excellent programme outlined by the Interim Commission would

not be possible to be carried out from a centre located at one spot in

the world. The task, to be effectively done, is superhuman, especially

when it comes to work being intensively carried out. Even in national

health work there is decentralization for effective investigation and

execution of work. How much more would decentralization be necessary

when the whole world is concerned? As an Asian, at this moment I am

interested in Asia, where the need for intensive work is very great.

There are most urgent problems that cry for attention. The solution

that has been found for such problems in the West may not be the

solution in the East. They need study as to proper action. These

problems are not only in one part of Asia, but in many parts.

Therefore, there is an urgent need for an international organization

for this part of the world to see that its needs are met. It is only

sons of the soil, who will feel for their own people and who will kr_n,

their needs, customs and habits, that can find the necessary solutic

In this matter we have Lhe excellent work that has been done al--

is is being done by the Pan American Burear. The Americas have found
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work of this bureau of the utmost use and importance in their problems.

If a bureau of this nature has been found most useful in that part

of the world, would not similar ones in other regions be found to be .

equally useful for the work of WHO?

-.It has been said that there would not be funds to set up these

bureaux. There has been criticism of the proposed budget... When the

subjact is discussed, adjustments will no doubt be made. If it is

considered that for the work of the W rld Health Organization regional

bureaux are necessa::y, then I would submit that they should be set up at

the earliest possible moment The work of WHO will have to be carried

out with funds available. Let what could be set aside for the

organization and functioning of regional bureaux be so done, and these

bureaux would then have to shape their work according to the funds at

their disposal under a priority list of reruirements based on urgency.

WHO has set out to accomplish a most high and noble task: to

improve the health. and happiness of the peoples of the world, regardless

of where they are. The time for this is most opportune, especially in

Asia, where newly- formed governments of the people are greatly.

interested in this most vital matter and would assist in every possible

way. Let not the opportunity be lost.

Ceylon has very great pleasure in wishing the work of WHO every

success.

Dr. da Silva, TRAVASSOS (Portugal) (Interpretation); In the

first'place I desire to bring to our President the hearty

congratulations of my Government on h.:.8 election as President: of this

Assembly.

As representative of the Portuguese Government at this first

Assembly of the World Health Organization, I am very glad to assure

you of the deep interest which my Government feels in the work of

the organization.
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The principles of scientific research harmony and the welfare of

peoples which underlie the tasks of this organization must be applied

if we are to obtain that co- operation which alone will enable us to

achieve success in our aims. The health of both body and mind is the

noblest ideal which one can sot before the human race as a whole. The

welfare and health of the peoples of the world have been a matter of

special interost to Portugal. Thus my country has been a member of

the Office International d'Hygiéne Publique since the signature of the

Rome Agreement in 1907, and later Portugal participated energetically

in the work of the League of Nations Health Organization. I would

remind you that Professor Ricardo Jorge devoted a great part of his

efforts and intelligence to that work. Prophylaxis, the prevention

of disease and the rehabilitation of patients who have been cured of

diseases, are fundamental points in modern social medicine, and their

full realization would mark an achievement of the highest importance in

the sphere of socia] welfare. In regard to that point the question

has to be considered under two aspects: first, that of public health

in relation to each individual country and secondly the reaction of

the health of individual countries upon other countries.

In regard to the first point, I can inform you that Portugal is

endeavouring to put into action a new sanitary organization, and is

sparing no efforts to ensure its efficiency. For instance, we are

employing specialized personnel, many of whom have benefit>d by fellow-

ships in some of the chief centres of Europe and America.
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The other aspect is also regarded as of the highest importance in

Portugal, involving as it does a genuine understanding of the conception

of international co- operation... I would remind you in this connexion

that we possess very important territories which form an integral part

of the Portuguese nation. I refer to the overseas provinces in Africa,

Asia and Oceania. On the one hand, these vast territories, which are

subject to very different climatic conditions, correspond - to use

epidemiological language - to nosological factors which cover almost every

aspect of infectious pathology. On the other hand, the relationship

which exists between epidemiology and means of transportation is growing

closer every day and is becoming more intensive owing to the gigantic

progress made in air transport.

I would remind you that our geographical situation results in our

finding ourselves on the chief air routes of the world. Thus we have

Lisbon, with its international airport, Santa Maria, as a port of call,

and then the airfields in our different overseas provinces.

Apart from all sentimental considerations, which impel us naturally

towards international co- operation, there are epidemiological reasons

which are related to more general interests and which lead ud to regard

with especial sympathy all efforts which tend to raise the prestige and

efficiency of the World Health Organization.

We recognize that the Interim Commission has achieved excellent work,

and its work will constitute a solid basis for the future efforts of our

organization.

In conclusion, Portugal expresses her fervent hopes that the proceed-

ings of this Assembly will ensure the further development of the studies

which have already been begun, and which are inspired by the highest princi-

ples governing every health eff&rt. In working for the health of peoples

you will be working for the universal welfare of mankind.

The PRESIDENT: I have just been informed that Costa Rica and the

Argentine Republic have completed their ratifications procedure, and are

sending the documents to the Secretary -General. When the documents arrive

they will be referred to the Credentials Committee.
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DR. MACLEAN (New Zealand) : It is evident that the New Zealand

Government gives its full support to the World Health Organization,

as New Zealand was the fifth country to ratify the Constitution of

the Organization. Since that time the New Zealand Government has

taken a keen interest in the work of the Interim Commission. The

Commission is to be congratulated on the manner in which it has laid

the foundations for the future work of the Organization.

As I do not intend to speak at length, it is not possible to

comment on more than one or two of the many important matters referred

to in the report. I wish, however, to make mention of the valuable

work done in international epidemic control and, in particular, would

refer to the assistance given to the Egyptian Government during the

recent outbreak of cholera. This was an outstanding example of

international co- operation in public health and has a double value

in that not only was help given to one country at a time of great

difficulty, but by the same means the spread of a disease to other

countries was rendered less likely.

Another important function that has received the attention

of the Interim Commission is the m: inten_:nee and development of

international standards of biological products. This is an under-

taking of the greatest value úl;û its importance will grow with the

advance of medical science. The members of the Interim Commission

have set a high standard in making such able preparation for the

work of the Executive Board, whose duty it will be to follow them

and to make further progress towards fulfilling the objectives of

the World Health OrganizationA

The PRESIDENT : There are no more speakers this morning. Several

speakers in their speeches made proposals, but any proposals which

delegations wish to be put before the Assembly should be handed to

the Secretariat in triplicate for translation and duplication and

presentation to the General Committee.

The announced meeting of the chairmen of our main committees
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is postponed until tomorrow at the end of our morning's meeting.

This is necessary because the General Committee will meet after the

conclusion of this afternoon's meeting, and it is necessary to con-

sider certain questions which came within the sphere of committees.

We will meet this afternoon at 2.30 p.m. sharp. The first speaker

is the delegate from Liberia. The meeting is adjourned.

The meeting rose at 12 noon.


